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Abstract
Vaccine skepticism interferes with governments’ abilities to maintain public
safety and fight costly and deadly diseases. Contrary to expectations, vaccine
skepticism positively predicts country wealth, rather than negatively. We
propose that higher access to the internet facilitates the spread of anti- vaccine
misinformation throughout society, though particularly for those lower in
scientific and medical expert trust, which we call the Online Accessibility
hypothesis. Alternatively, it could also be that the relationship between
country wealth and vaccine skepticism is being driven by citizens in richer
countries who fail to consider the risks of vaccine-preventable diseases
because they are rarely experienced directly, which we deem the Out of Sight
hypothesis. To test our expectations, we merge country-level data with
nationally representative survey data (N = 149,014) from 144 countries. We
find evidence for the Misinformation Accessibility hypothesis; people in
countries with greater internet access are significantly more likely to be
vaccine skeptical. Further, we examine Americans’ vaccine attitudes before
and during the COVID-19 outbreak - a time and place where a communicable
disease is very much ‘in-sight’ - as a supplemental test of the Out of Sight
hypothesis, and find anti-vaccine attitudes are similar to, or even higher than,
pre-outbreak levels.

Keywords: misinformation, vaccine attitudes, public opinion, cross-national, vaccine
skepticism, political communication, health policy
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Vaccine skepticism is a global phenomenon that threatens public health
and safety. Vaccine skeptics are more likely to pursue alternative vaccination
schedules and to skip vaccination altogether, making it possible for nearlyeradicated diseases to return and spread (Joslyn and Sylvester 2017; WHO
2019). Similarly, those who hold negative beliefs toward vaccines are more
opposed to pro-vaccination policies (Stecula et al. 2020). Vaccine skepticism also
poses significant political challenges. For example, members of the public
holding anti-vaccine attitudes are not only more likely to oppose pro-vaccine
policies; they have also helped block state-level legislation for mandatory
vaccination or stricter vaccination policies in the U.S. and elsewhere (Joslyn and
Sylvester 2017; Motta et al. 2018).
The potentially harmful consequences of vaccine skepticism are particularly
prominent in light of the 2020 COVID-19 outbreak. Countries around the world
have implemented policies to mitigate the virus’s negative health and economic
consequences, which will likely stay in place until a vaccine becomes available.
However, vaccine skepticism threatens to undermine this plan, potentially leading to
disastrous long-term effects.
Additionally, vaccine skepticism has been harnessed by politicians to gain
electoral support. Populists in Italy, the U.S., and elsewhere have pushed for nonmandatory vaccination policies (Bosley 2018; Buncombe 2018). Western
Europeans who believe that vaccination is not important are significantly more
likely to vote for populist parties, likely because both populism and vaccine
skepticism are linked with anti-intellectualism and a distrust in experts and elites
(Kennedy 2019; Merkley 2019). Vaccine skepticism and its relationship with
policy and politics is part of a broader contemporary trend toward embracing
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anti-science attitudes, including those inconsistent with consensus about climate
change, GM food, and several other topics.
These examples underscore a point raised in previous public opinion
research – people in wealthier countries tend to hold more skeptical attitudes
toward vaccine safety, efficacy, and importance (Larson et al. 2016; Gallup
2019). This trend is somewhat unexpected; as countries develop, citizens
become better educated, and have better access to health information and health
care, so holding attitudes in line with medical consensus should be more
common than in countries that are poorer and that have less resources.
Therefore, why this relationship between country wealth and vaccine skepticism
exists remains an open question.
We expect that higher levels of vaccine skepticism in wealthier countries are
being driven by what we call the Online Accessibility hypothesis; vaccine skepticism
is higher in wealthier countries because their citizens have greater access to modern
forms of media, particularly the internet, which enables the spread of anti-vaccine
misinformation (Kata 2010). If this hypothesis is correct, internet connectivity
should be positively correlated with vaccine skepticism.
This hypothesis is tested against an alternative explanation, the Out of Sight
hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, people in more developed countries are more
skeptical of vaccines because they, due to medical advancement, have grown
unfamiliar with the significance and importance of fighting infectious diseases.
Such an expectation has been predicted by game theoretic models; as vaccination
rates increase, herd immunity kicks in and free ridership becomes an issue (Bauch
and Earn 2004). If this scenario is correct, then preventable disease cases per capita
should be negatively correlated with vaccine skepticism, thus accounting for the
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link between country wealth and vaccine skepticism.
Using nationally representative data from 144 countries, we test these
hypotheses. Our analysis finds support for the Online Accessibility hypothesis and
little support for the alternative Out of Sight hypothesis. We find that countrylevel internet connectivity is associated with individual-level vaccine
skepticism, controlling for other factors. Surprisingly, we find that the number
of communicable disease cases per capita is positively correlated with vaccine
skepticism, which is the opposite of what we would expect under the Out of Sight
hypothesis. Critically, we find that internet connectivity (but not disease
prevalence) explains away any effect of country-level wealth on vaccine attitudes.
Consistent with previous work on the microfoundations of misinformation
endorsement (e.g., Flynn et al. 2018; Miller et al. 2017; Motta 2018), we also
note that the effect of country internet connectivity on vaccine attitudes tends to
be stronger for the types of people most likely to consume online
misinformation about vaccines (i.e., those with low trust in relevant experts and
the government). Further, in a supplemental test of the Out of Sight hypothesis,
we find that Americans’ vaccine attitudes and levels of misinformation
endorsement remain consistent before and during the early stages of the COVID19 pandemic - a period of high disease salience and awareness of personal risk.

The Origins of Vaccine Skepticism
Vaccine skepticism refers to suspicions about vaccine safety, effectiveness,
and importance (Larson et al. 2016). Vaccine skeptics are much more likely to
forego childhood vaccination, compared to those who are vaccine confident
(Joslyn and Sylvester 2017). People higher in vaccine skepticism are also more
likely to score higher in certain psychological traits, such as conspiratorial
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thinking, disgust sensitivity, moral purity, sensitivity to blood and needles, and
reactance, among others (Callaghan et al. 2019; Carpiano and Fitz 2017;
Clifford and Wendell 2016; Hornsey et al. 2018; Jolley and Douglas 2014;
Joslyn and Sylvester 2018; Lunz Trujillo et al. 2020). Furthermore, those who
are vaccine skeptical tend to mistrust experts, including scientists, medical
professionals, the pharmaceutical industry, and other related groups, such as
academics (Kata 2012; Motta et al. 2018; Prior 2003).
Although less than 10% of people around the world are vaccine skeptical
(Gallup 2019), there is nevertheless significant variation in vaccine skepticism
by country. In some cases, vaccine skepticism is high enough to lower
vaccination rates and compromise herd immunity. Generally, vaccination rates
are positively correlated with country wealth (Restrepo-Méndez et al. 2016); this
is likely due to differences in access to and knowledge about vaccines and medical care
(Aslam and Kingdon 2012; Rammohan et al. 2012). However, people in wealthier countries
simultaneously tend to express higher levels of vaccine skepticism than people in less
wealthy countries (Larson et al. 2016; Gallup 2019). This is surprising, given that people
living in wealthier countries not only have easier access to vaccines and greater awareness
of their benefits, but also tend have higher education levels. Greater parental education
levels generally lead to better child health outcomes via greater knowledge of science and
health information, as well as better health-related decision-making skills (Aslam and
Kingdon 2012; Rammohan et al. 2012). However, studies examining the relationship
between education level and vaccine skepticism at the country and individual levels have
produced mixed results in more developed countries (see Larson et al. 2014 for a review).
We also note that several other country-level contextual factors (aside from
wealth) might impact public vaccine skepticism, including scandals and negative
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associations with medical systems (Gallup 2019; Larson et al. 2016;
Rabesandratana 2019). Therefore, countries may vary in vaccine skepticism levels
due to idiosyncratic factors. As we discuss in detail below, our study of the potential
causes of the “wealth effect” described above ought to account for these contextual
factors.
Overall, this line of research documents a disconnect between country-level
wealth (which we might expect to improve positively toward vaccines) and
vaccine skepticism. In what follows, we substantiate – and, later, put to the
empirical test – two competing theoretical explanations for this puzzling pattern of
effects. If either explanation is truly responsible for the relationship between wealth
and skepticism, we expect that the corresponding factor should fully account for the
relationship between wealth and vaccine skepticism.

Online Accessibility Hypothesis
One possible reason why we see less vaccine confidence in wealthier
countries is due to the online creation and spread of misinformation. Access to mass
telecommunications, particularly the internet, is higher among wealthier countries,
though emerging or developing countries have also experienced increased internet
access in the past decade especially (Poushter 2016). The internet has the ability to
greatly increase people’s exposure to information, including their exposure to
misinformation and disinformation. This has been well documented in the case of
vaccine misinformation; anti-vaccine websites and social media posts on the
internet are widespread (Bean 2011; Betsch and Sachse 2012; Kata 2010; 2012).
Much of this has to do with a lack of gate-keeping in online information
environments (Ennals et al. 2010). Furthermore, certain online communities such as
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alternative medicine blogs, message boards, and social media networks provide a
forum to reinforce misinformation acceptance via a community of like-minded
individuals (Bode and Vraga 2015; Tavris and Aronson 2008). In addition, people
frequently and actively use the internet to seek out health information in particular,
which has had the effect of increasing lay peoples’ perceptions of their own medical
and scientific expertise at the expense and mistrust of experts (Motta et al. 2018;
Prior 2003). Further, misinformation is much easier to create and disseminate with
access to the internet (Kata 2010), thus creating both a spike in misinformation
creation and consumption within a particular country.
In addition, individual online access is not the only way to get
information and misinformation originating from online sources. People can also
indirectly receive online misinformation from “opinion leaders” in one’s social
networks, such as family, friends, and co-workers. This is a well-known
phenomenon, called a two-step information flow; those with media access can
explain and spread the information to others (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955). More
recent scholarship has found evidence of two-step and multi-step flows of
information online and from social media (Choi 2015; Hilbert et al. 2017).
Therefore, when thinking about cross-national differences in Online
Accessibility, it is important to consider the misinformation access as an entire
society rather than for each individual within the society.
For these reasons, we pose the Online Accessibility hypothesis as follows:

Main Hypothesis (Hypothesis 1a): Vaccine skepticism should be positively correlated
with internet accessibility, due to the internet fostering increased creation, dissemination, and
consumption of misinformation.
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Not all individuals are equally likely to seek out and accept misinformation,
however. People who distrust the government and/or scientific and medical
experts are more likely to endorse misinformation and conspiracy theories about
vaccines, politics, and public health (Klofstad et al. 2019; Miller et al. 2016;
Motta 2018; Stecula et al. 2020). Similarly, individual-level confidence in
vaccines depends in part on trust in the competency and reliability of health
services, the pharmaceutical industry, and the perceived motivations of
politicians (Jolley and Douglas 2014; Larson et al. 2011; 2014; MacDonald and
the SAGE Working Group 2015, 2). Vaccine skepticism’s relationship with
distrust in experts and the government also occurs because some vaccine
misinformation points to powerful entities purportedly covering up the harmful
nature of vaccines to increase profits at the expense of public health.
Furthermore, people who are already skeptical or hesitant of vaccines should
also be more likely to adopt misinformation that comports with their prior feelings
toward modern medicine (Kraft et al. 2015; Kunda 1990; Taber and Lodge 2006).
Therefore, even if mistrustful people come across the correct information about
vaccines – which may occur with greater access to the internet or social media –
they are psychologically motivated to reject this new information if it aligns with
medical consensus. That said, however, some scholars have noted that the internet
may provide an opportunity for misinformation or conspiracy theories to be
corrected (Bode and Vraga 2015; Clarke 2007; Messing and Westwood 2014). In
sum, if the Online Accessibility hypothesis is correct, increased internet availability and
access should facilitate the transmission of vaccine misinformation (which in turn
promotes vaccine skepticism), especially for individuals who are mistrustful of
relevant experts and governmental entities. Therefore:
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Hypothesis 1b: The positive relationship between internet connectivity and vaccine
skepticism is stronger for respondents low in trust of medical and governmental experts,
compared to those who are more trusting of these experts.

Out of Sight Hypothesis
Alternatively, people in wealthier countries may be less likely to engage
in protective behaviors due to free riding; people will not vaccinate if they do
not perceive disease prevalence as a threat (Schwarzer and Fuchs 1996).
Literature on vaccination rates from behavioral economics posits that when the
majority of a population becomes vaccinated, individuals are more likely to
conform to the majority norm (Hershey et al. 1994). Conversely, as
populations become more vaccinated, there is also a greater incentive for freeriding behavior (Bauch and Earn 2004; Ibuka et al. 2014; Vietri et al. 2012).
The relative comfort of wealth and a lack of vaccine-preventable diseases
gives people in wealthier countries the luxury to question the motives of
institutions, politicians, and vaccine effectiveness without the more immediate
threat of disease epidemics (Daly 2019; Gallup 2019; MacDonald and the
SAGE Working Group 2015). A meta-analysis of parental decisions to delay
or forego childhood vaccinations finds that vaccine hesitant parents tend to
believe that vaccines are unsafe or ineffective, and that the diseases they
prevent are both uncommon and mild (Brown et al. 2010). Weakened
confidence in vaccines could also be used to justify complacency. People have
a tendency to selectively accept information that comports with prior beliefs
or desires - confirmation bias – in order to remedy cognitive dissonance (Kahan
2017; Kunda 1990; Taber and Lodge 2007). Therefore, if governments or
institutions push vaccines onto a population low in government or institutional
9

trust – and if the vaccines at face value seem unnecessary – people may become
less trusting of country governments and medical institutions.
In summary, the Out of Sight hypothesis potentially explains the positive
relationship between country wealth and vaccine skepticism. Improved public
health systems, greater education, and the enactment of health policies have all
been able to greatly lower the level of communicable disease in the population via
higher vaccination rates. Since disease rates are lowered and communicable
diseases have become a “thing of the past,” some members of the population are
less willing to see the immediate value of vaccination and become skeptical.
Skepticism can then become triggered by country-level factors, such as scandals
(Larson et al. 2016). Therefore, the Out of Sight hypothesis posits the following:

Alternative Hypothesis (Hypothesis 2): Vaccine skepticism should be negatively
correlated with levels of vaccine-preventable diseases.

If true, under this hypothesis the opposite should also occur; once disease
becomes prominent in the minds of the populace, vaccine skepticism should go
down as the need for the benefits of vaccines are more obvious, immediate, and
apparent.

Analytical Strategy
To test our expectations, we use multi-level modeling (MLM) to model
individual survey respondents’ attitudes toward vaccines as a function of both
respondent-level characteristics (e.g., attitudes toward scientific and government
institutions) as well as contextual, country-level factors (e.g., development,
internet access, and the prevalence of communicable disease in that country).
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We then examine the interaction between these two sets of predictors; e.g., to
investigate whether or not people who are the most distrusting of scientific
institutions, in areas with greater internet access, are more likely to hold vaccine
skeptic attitudes (Hypothesis 1b).
The use of MLM is advantageous because, in addition to the respondent and
country-level fixed effects listed above, these models also account for possible
correlated errors across countries by including random effect country-level
parameters. We estimate these models using the xtmixed Stata 15 command suite,
which is a mixed multi-level linear regression framework.
Specifically, we expect to have evidence for our hypotheses if the following
conditions are met. First, country level internet accessibility should be positively
associated with vaccine skepticism (Online Accessibility or Hypothesis 1a), as predicted
by the discussion above. Second, under the alternative hypothesis (Out of Sight or
Hypothesis 2), a higher number of country-level, vaccine-preventable communicable
dis- eases should be negatively associated with vaccine skepticism. Finally, if either
factor is truly responsible for the relationship between wealth and skepticism, we also
expect the effect of country-level development should decrease in substantive size (and
perhaps fall out of significance) when these more proximal explanations are entered into
the model.
We also provide an additional test of the Out of Sight hypothesis by
examining vaccine skepticism levels in the American public during the COVID-19
pandemic in the United States. Although this additional analysis is limited in its
scope, it does provide a test of how people react when a communicable disease
suddenly and unexpectedly becomes salient and prevalent in a society. In other
words, it shows an instance where the public is obviously aware of the threat of a
communicable disease. If vaccine skepticism levels are relatively low during the
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pandemic, then the Out of Sight hypothesis is supported; if they are moderate to
higher during the pandemic, then this hypothesis is not supported.

Data & Measures
Data
Data for this study come from the 2018 Wellcome Global Monitor (WGM)
survey. Gallup, on behalf of WGM, surveyed N = 149,014 individuals across 144
countries (reflecting about 99% of the planet’s population). Surveys were conducted
either face-to-face or over the phone in each country, in the language or languages
most commonly spoken in that country. All sub-samples contained at least 1,000
complete interviews, with the exception of Haiti and Iceland (which had only 500
each). Full information about the study’s sampling procedures, interview methods, and
the languages used to administer the study in each country can be found in Table 2.B in
Appendix A of the WGM Methodology Guide
(http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/8466/mrdoc/pdf/8466appendixamethodology.pdf).
All 144 sub-samples included in the WGM data set are probability-based
and nationally representative within countries. To adjust for unequal
probabilities of selection, non-response within country sub- samples, and to
ensure national representativeness on age, gender, educational attainment, and
socio- economic status, all data are weighted using the PROJWT variable
provided by Gallup. For additional information, please consult Appendix A in
the WGM Methodology Guide.

Measures
Vaccine Skepticism
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The key outcome variable in our analysis is a measure of the extent to which
individual survey respondents hold vaccine skeptic beliefs. We measure vaccine
skepticism by averaging scores across three vaccine belief questions administered in
the WGM data. Respondents were asked the extent to which they agree or disagree
with following statements; (1) “vaccines are important for children to have,” (2)
“vaccines are safe,” and (3) “vaccines are effective.” WGM recorded these responses
using (branched) five-point Likert scales; ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly
Disagree.
These three items formed an internally consistent scale (α = 0.76), which
we recoded to range from 0 (low skepticism) to 1 (high skepticism). Additional
information about these items can be found in the Appendix/Supplementary
Materials.

Country-Level Explanatory Variables
Three country-level factors are key for testing our hypotheses. The first is
economic development. We measure development using four standard country
income level indicators from the World Bank; denoting whether countries are
low, lower middle, upper middle, or high income (with low income countries
serving as the baseline in our subsequent analyses). These codes are included in
the publicly available WGM data, and are current as of 2018.
Additionally, some might raise concern about our of country-level economic
development measures. The ordinal World Bank classifications we use have the
benefit of detecting potential non-linearities in the effect of income on vaccine
skepticism. For example, if vaccine skepticism is uniquely high in the highest
wealth countries, we might expect that lower- and middle-income countries are more
similar to one another than they are different from higher income countries;
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implying a potentially non-linear effect. Still, we recognize that an ordinal wealth
measure could obscure important differences across countries, and potentially make
it more difficult to detect an effect of wealth on vaccine skepticism. To remedy this,
we re-estimated all models presented in Table 1 using an interval measure of 2017
per capita Gross National Income (see: Table S1 in the Supplement). We again find
little evidence in favor of the idea that country-level wealth is associated with
vaccine skepticism, once we account for internet connectivity rates.
The next factor, necessary to test the Out of Sight hypothesis, is country-level per
capita vaccine-preventable disease prevalence. The World Health Organization
(WHO) has kept track of disease prevalence for several vaccine-preventable
communicable diseases, for over four decades. The WHO’s Global Health Observatory
data repository includes disease contraction statistics for several vaccine- preventable
and communicable diseases; including measles, mumps, rubella, diptheria, polio,
tetanus, and yellow fever (http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.main.170?lang=en).
To measure disease prevalence, we first summed up the total number of cases
observed within each country, across all seven diseases, over the previous decade.
Since the countries included in WGM data vary widely in population size, we then
divided this number by the total population of each country to obtain the per capita
disease prevalence rate. Finally, for consistency with how we measure all other
explanatory variables in our model, we standardized scores on this variable to range
from 0 (lowest observed per capita disease prevalence) to 1 (highest observed per
capita disease prevalence).
Finally, the key explanatory variable necessary to test the Online Accessibility
hypothesis is country- level internet accessibility. We use internet accessibility as a
proxy for online misinformation for two reasons. First, there are no measures of
misinformation accessibility at the country or individual level for more than a handful
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of countries. Even large-N cross-national measures such as social media use as a proxy
can be difficult to find because of the variety of social media platforms used across
different countries. Second, internet accessibility for the entire country is able to
capture the overall misinformation environment; someone may adopt misinformation
through direct online access, and then spread that misinformation in face-to-face
interactions with friends, family, co-workers, and so on. It is for this reason that we
include Hypothesis 1b: not all people with internet access, or who are around others
with internet access, will seek out or adopt misinformation. Rather, misinformation
adoption is more likely among those who are psychologically more likely to reject
scientific and medical misinformation.
Given this, we measure internet access by merging in World Bank data on
the percentage of people living in each country who report having used the internet –
from any location, and on any device – in the past three months. These figures are current
as of 2018, and additional information about them can be found on the World Bank’s website
(https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.NET.USER.ZS).

Individual-Level Explanatory Variables
In addition to the country-level factors listed above, our models control for a
diverse set of individual-level factors that could alternatively explain why some
people hold vaccine skeptic views. First, we control for respondents’ levels of trust in
public health relevant institutions, as both trust in government and scientific expertise
have been shown to be associated with a decreased likelihood of endorsing both
vaccine-related misinformation and misinformation in general (Miller et al. 2016;
Motta 2018; Stecula et al. 2020). We included measures of trust in (1) doctors and
nurses, (2) charitable organizations and non-government organizations, and (3)
one’s national government. Respondents were asked whether they trust each
15

institution “a lot,” “some,” “not much,” or “not at all.” For ease of interpretation, and because
of the relatively few respondents who are very low in trust of these experts, we recoded each of
these variables into binary indicators of whether or not respondents hold a lot of
trust in each institution.
Next, because some may view vaccines (and the process of inoculation) as a
threat to traditional morals (e.g., the desire for moral and bodily purity; Callaghan
et al. 2019; Clifford and Wendell 2016), which may be tied to religious views
(Haidt 2012), we also control for how much respondents reported a conflict
between science and their faith. Respondents were asked whether or not science has
“ever disagreed with the teachings of [their] religion” (a binary yes/no choice
question). We keyed this variable such that respondents who answered yes to this
question received a score of 1, and all others earned a score of 0.
Additionally, we control for a wide range of demographic factors that
could shape vaccine attitudes. Our models include binary indicators of whether
survey respondents are parents (vs. not parents), women (vs. men or non-binary),
employed (vs. unemployed, retired, disabled, etc.), live in an urban area (vs.
rural), and whether they report having college-level experience with any sciencerelevant coursework (vs. either going to college and not having this experience,
or not attending college at all). We also account for respondents’ household
income (binary quintile indicators, calculated within country by the World Bank,
with the bottom 20% serving as the reference category), and age (standardized
to range from zero to one). Additional information about all of these basic
demographic controls can be found in the Appendix/Supplementary Materials.

Results
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We begin with an illustration of the conceptual and empirical puzzle
driving our study. Figure 1 presents country-level mean scores on the vaccine
skepticism index (hollow blue circles). The scores are grouped together by
economic development, and fit with a locally weighted regression line.

[Insert Figure 1 here]
Figure 1 suggests a strong positive relationship between economic
development and vaccine skepticism, at the country level. As the locally weighted
regression line indicates, countries that are more developed economically tend to
produce higher average levels of vaccine skepticism (Spearman’s rho = 0.52).
Column 1 in Table 1 presents the results of our baseline mixed multilevel
model; regressing vaccine skepticism on binary indicators of each economic
development level. Since all variables are keyed to range from 0-1, parameter
estimates can be interpreted as the percent change in skepticism, moving from
the minimum to maximum value on that variable. Recall that, in addition to the
fixed effect of economic development, these models include country-level
random effects.
[Insert Table 1 here]
Table 1, Column 2 provides strong support for the main Online
Accessibility hypothesis. In Column 2, we swap the indicator of disease
prevalence for the percent of each country’s population with internet access,
as of 2018. Internet accessibility is associated with a substantively large (14
point) and statistically significant (p < 0.05) increase in vaccine skepticism.
Moreover, all indicators of economic development drop from significance
when internet access is added to the model.
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The effect of internet access holds when we add various individuallevel and country-level controls to the model, in Column 4. Several
individual-level factors – like trust in doctors (β = −0.06, p < 0.05), country
government (β = −0.02, p < 0.05), and non-government medical institutions
(β = −0.03, p < 0.05) – are associated with decreased vaccine skepticism.
Moreover, experiencing conflict between science and one’s faith is associated
with a slight (but nevertheless statistically significant; β = 0.02, p < 0.05)
increase in vaccine skepticism. Nevertheless, these factors fail to explainaway the relationship between internet access and vaccine skeptic beliefs.
Conversely, Column 2 in Table 1 tests the Out of Sight hypothesis;
i.e., that people who live in less developed countries have more experience
with vaccine-preventable communicable disease than people in more
developed countries, and are therefore more supportive of efforts to
vaccine the public. To test this, we add our indicator of per capita vaccinepreventable communicable disease contraction rates over the past ten
years, in each country, to the baseline model in Column 1.
Table 1 provides little support of the Out of Sight hypothesis. Per the
protocol outlined in our Analysis Plan, we do not find that the inclusion of
communicable disease contraction rates “explains away” the effect of economic
development. In fact, and in sharp contrast to our expectations, we actually
document a positive effect of disease prevalence on vaccine skepticism (β =
0.07, p < 0.05). Therefore, we find evidence of the Misinformation Availability
hypothesis but not for the Out of Sight hypothesis.
Given the correlational nature of the data, we hesitate to offer a post
hoc explanation of why this effect exists. However, some might speculate
that this unexpected effect could be better explained by a reverse causal
18

account; such that countries with higher levels of vaccine skepticism tend
to have higher-levels of vaccine-preventable disease, precisely because
fewer individuals in those populations believe that vaccines are safe, and
may refuse to vaccine themselves (or their children) as a result.
While Columns 2 and 4 in Table 1 offer strong support for the
Online Accessibility hypothesis, we are nevertheless unable to actually observe
the behavior that we assume to be responsible for this phenomenon, given
that there is no measure of Online Accessibility available for more than a
handful of countries. However, we can at least offer a series of interactive
tests to probe this hypothesis further. If it is the case that people in highaccess countries are using the internet to consume misinformation about
vaccines, then we should expect to observe a negative and statistically
significant interaction between internet access and trust in medical and
government institutions – both of which have been observed to be linked
to vaccine misinformation in countries like the U.S. The types of people
most likely to want to consume anti-vaccine misinformation online should
be more likely to do so in countries where they have a comparatively
better ability to do so, and should therefore exhibit higher levels of
vaccine skepticism.
Columns 5-7 in Table 1 interact the previously-mentioned measures
of trust in doctors, medical NGOs, and country governments, with internet
access. To avoid collinearity concerns, we estimate each interaction in a
separate model. Further, to facilitate the substantive interpretation of the
interactive coefficients listed in Table 1, Figure 2 plots linear predictions
on the vaccine skepticism scale across levels of internet access, for people
who exhibit high versus low levels of trust toward each group. Consistent
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with our expectations (H1b), people who express low trust in doctors (β
= −0.11, p < 0.05) and medical NGOs (β = −0.05, p < 0.05) are
significantly more likely to be vaccine skeptical if they have greater
internet access. However, while the interaction between government trust
and internet access is correctly signed (β = −0.02), the effect fails to
attain or approach conventional levels of significance (p > 0.10).

[Insert Figure 2 here]
As Figure 2 illustrates, vaccine skepticism increases sharply for those
who express low trust in the two medically-focused variables (doctors and
NGOs), at higher levels of internet access. In the highest access countries,
those with low levels of trust in doctors score nearly 12% higher on the
vaccine skepticism scale (0.26) than those who express high levels of trust
(0.14). At the lowest observed levels of internet access, however, people who
express lower trust in doctors do tend to express higher levels of skepticism
(0.05) than those who are comparatively more trusting (0.04), but these
differences are substantively small and fail to attain statistical significance.
Overall, we believe that these results provide compelling support for
the Online Accessibility hypothesis. Internet access is strongly associated with
negative attitudes toward vaccines, and explains away the effect of economic
development on vaccine skepticism. Moreover, we find that the types of
people we would expect to consume anti-vaccine misinformation online are
more likely to hold vaccine skeptic views. Critically, though, this only
appears to be the case in countries that have comparatively greater internet
access. Although we lack the ability to observe respondents encountering
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misinformation online, this pattern of results is consistent with the
mechanisms that we expect to underlie this effect.

Vaccine Attitudes and the U.S. COVID-19 Outbreak
As mentioned above, to provide an additional test of the Out of Sight
Hypothesis, we provide a case study of vaccine skepticism during a disease
outbreak in U.S. in April 2020. We use this case because the U.S. had the
most confirmed cases and highest fatality rate of COVID-19 at the time, and
for all subsequent months to date (Dong et al. 2020). Other developed
countries that experienced sharp spikes in COVID-19 cases, such as Italy,
saw a drop in such cases. Our above analysis lacks a test of disease
familiarity; the COVID-19 pandemic is highly salient to the vast majority of
people in the U.S., and has been for a sustained period, thereby providing a
strong test for the Out of Sight hypothesis. If this hypothesis is correct, such
a scenario should lead to sharply decreased vaccine skepticism, compared to
before the outbreak, as the immediate and looming threat of disease is very
much “in-sight.”
At the same time, however, the pandemic has greatly increased
feelings of uncertainty and anxiety (Keeter 2020). Uncertainty and
anxiety will cause people to seek out and adopt new information (Albertson and Gadarian 2015). If the information environment contains
misinformation, then misinformation seeking and adoption will be
heightened. In addition, more people in lockdown will likely lead them to
use social media more. For example, Facebook and Instagram usage
increased significantly in countries hardest hit by the virus; Italy saw a
70% increase in usage in late March 2020, for instance (Schultz and
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Parikh 2020). Furthermore, studies have found that COVID-19
misinformation surrounding vaccines is already widespread on social
media in various countries, including in the case study here (the U.S.)
(French et al. 2020), as well as in locations such as Nigeria where a
whopping 80% of people use social media to get COVID-19 information
(Enitan et al. 2020). Consequently, vaccine skepticism adoption levels
may be at least the same as before the outbreak, or even increased.
To study vaccine attitudes and vaccine misinformation endorsement
among Americans before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, we use
original survey data from three cross-sectional samples of nationally
diverse samples of American adults. The surveys were fielded in midApril 2020 (N = 493), mid-August 2019 (N = 825), and Summer 2018 (N
= 7,019), and respondents were recruited via Lucid Theorem, an online
opt-in panel service. Though these surveys are not nationally
representative, Lucid uses quota sampling to ensure demographic makeup
close to nationally representative on factors like race, age, sex, household
income, and Census region. Demographic and experimental findings
using Lucid resemble U.S. Census demographic benchmarks, and samples
from Lucid are more representative than traditional convenience samples on
various demographic, political, and psychological factors (Coppock and
McClellan 2019). Researchers in public health and health politics have also
previously published papers using Lucid data (e.g., Callaghan et al. 2019;
Lunz Trujillo et al. 2020).
Furthermore, for each survey we also weight the data according to
race, age, education level, sex, and income level using the Stata 15 svywgt
command set, which employs propensity scores. Information on sample
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demographics (weighted and unweighted) compared to national benchmarks
are in the Appendix/Supplementary Materials. Finally, since we compare the
percent of respondents providing responses to the same questions from
different Lucid samples (and not across different platforms or sample
sources), any sample idiosyncrasies specific to Lucid should not account for
differences in responses between samples.
In the 2020 survey, we measured respondents’ degrees of overall vaccine
skepticism. This survey measurement is similar to the vaccine skepticism measure
used in the above analyses. Respondents were asked, “How much do you think the
following characteristics apply to vaccines in general?” Respondents then saw the
characteristics “Safe”, “Effective”, and “Important”. For each characteristic,
respondents could choose either “Not at all”, “A little”, “A moderate amount”, or
“Quite a bit”. These three items were then re-scaled from zero to one and averaged
and combined into a single vaccine skepticism scale. These items have a scale
reliability coefficient of 0.91 and an average inter-item variance of 0.07. In addition,
the 2020 survey also asked respondents about support for a potential COVID-19
vaccine using the question, “Would you be willing to get vaccinated against COVID19, once a vaccine is available?”. Response options include “Yes,” “No,” “I already
got COVID-19, but if I hadn’t, I would”, and, “I already got COVID-19, but if I hadn’t,
I would not”. Although the data for this last question is limited to a single survey, and
thus lacks a pre-outbreak baseline, it is still useful to examine. Finally, for both the
2020 and the 2018 survey, we also asked whether respondents agreed with the
statement that “Childhood vaccines should be mandatory.” Response options
included a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly
disagree.” This question provides a sense of pro-vaccination policy endorsement,
which relates to levels of vaccine skepticism in the public.
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[Insert Figure 3 here]

Figure 3 above provides preliminary evidence that vaccineskeptical attitudes have stayed at similar levels - or even increased - since
before the COVID-19 outbreak. In 2017, the mean score was 0.15 on a
zero to one scale (95% CI = (0.14, 0.16)); in 2020, the mean score was
0.25 (95% CI = (0.22, 0.28)). Further, opposition to mandatory
vaccinations for children has remained steady from 2018 to 2020; 9% of
respondents in both the 2018 and the 2020 Lucid surveys did not agree
that childhood vaccinations should be mandatory.
It is also useful to determine whether people are willing to receive a
vaccine against COVID-19. Although there is no baseline of comparison for
this metric, it is nonetheless indicative of overall vaccine skepticism. Using
the April 2020 Lucid data, 23% of respondents said they would not get the
vaccine for COVID-19 (or, that they had already gotten COVID-19, but if
they had not, they would not get the vaccine). This finding has been echoed
in subsequent studies, with Americans remaining at the same level of support
for the COVID-19 vaccine or becoming even more adverse to it; studies from
July 2020 find that only two thirds to one half of Americans plan on getting
the coronavirus vaccine once it becomes available (Cornwall 2020; O’Keefe
2020).
Furthermore, we asked respondents separate questions on whether
they think vaccines are safe, effective, and important to measure vaccine
skepticism in the sample. Respondents indicated if they thought each of these
aspects generally described vaccines “quite a bit,” “a moderate amount,” “a
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little bit” or “not at all.” The averaged of these three measures created a
scale of vaccine skepticism; those less than 0.5 on this standardized scale
we considered vaccine skeptical, which came out to 19% of the sample.
Among that 19%, 62% said they would not get vaccinated against
COVID-19. Conversely, for those non-vaccine skeptical, 15% said that
they would not get the COVID-19 vaccine.
Taken together, these results suggest that – inconsistent with the Out of
Sight Hypothesis – vaccine skepticism has, if anything, increased during a
salient and impactful pandemic, i.e., during a time when infectious disease is
on everyone’s mind. Furthermore, reluctance to commit to getting a COVID19 vaccine, once it becomes available, further corroborates this point. Rather,
vaccine skepticism has either remained at approximately the same levels as
before the pandemic, or perhaps increased slightly. Although this data is
limited to just one highly-developed country, it – taken in conjunction with
the above analysis – casts doubt on the alternative Out of Sight hypothesis.

Discussion and Conclusion
Vaccine skepticism tends to be more prevalent in wealthier countries,
compared to inhabitants of middle- income or poorer countries. However, it
is unclear why this is the case. We find strong support for the Online
Accessibility hypothesis, or that internet availability explains this
discrepancy, particularly for those individuals most likely to endorse
misinformation (i.e., those who are less trusting of relevant experts and
organizations). In fact, when including internet access into the Full model in
Table 1, the relationship between country wealth and vaccine skepticism is
no longer significant.
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Furthermore, we find no evidence of the alternative hypothesis - that
low rates of communicable disease correlates with vaccine skepticism.
Instead, the relationship between vaccine preventable diseases and country
wealth is positively correlated. Similarly, in the U.S. anti-vaccine sentiment
of various kinds has slightly increased in the face of a highly salient and
widespread pandemic.
That said, this study does have some limitations. Although the data
is nationally representative across 144 countries, it is nevertheless crosssectional data. Therefore, we cannot be certain that internet access causes
increased levels of vaccine skepticism, as our theoretical discussion
suggests. Panel data would enable us to study how changes in internet
access over time influence vaccine attitudes, and would give us
significantly more leverage in making causal claims.
Additionally, our measures of internet accessibility and disease
prevalence are measured at the country level. We recognize that both
factors are unlikely to be constant within countries. For example, although
the U.S. has high levels of internet accessibility, some rural regions of the
country do not have access to high-speed internet. Consequently, we
welcome efforts to study the spread and cross-national political
consequences of misinformation online using sub-national data.
Despite these limitations, understanding why heightened levels of
vaccine skepticism occurs in wealthier countries matters a great deal. In
light of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have experienced how an
infectious disease outbreak can have major consequences for the
economy, our health, our economy, our politics, and our daily lives.
Measures taken to reduce the spread of COVID-19 will likely stay in
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place until a vaccine has been developed. Yet, if a significant portion of
the population remains skeptical of vaccines, then the spread of COVID19 may not be sufficiently curbed. Future studies should hone in on the
prevalence of vaccine misinformation in the face of such a clear and
present danger.
Vaccine misinformation, and finding steps to reduce it, also matters
because such misinformation poses a threat to support for vaccine
policies, regardless of uptake. Additionally, a population that currently
vaccinates may not continue to do so in the future, and active
discouragement of vaccination through the spread of misinformation (and
indirectly via less restrictive policy preferences) can jeopardize the high
vaccination rates in wealthier countries. In addition, herd immunity can be
compromised even with fairly high vaccination rates; vaccination rates as
high as 93-95% can open enough of a window for measles to return, for
example (van Boven et al. 2010). This means that even a small number of
vaccine skeptical citizens has the potential to cause disease outbreaks.
Finally, vaccine misinformation also poses a threat to good governance;
populist leaders appear particularly apt to use anti-vaccine policies and
rhetoric to appeal to potential voters, since the anti-elitism of populism is
appealing to the vaccine skeptical, who are mistrustful of medical experts
and institutions.
Finally, misinformation threatens not only vaccination attitudes,
but also attitudes toward other scientific, political, and health-related
topics. The findings here have implications for other types of
misinformation and anti-science attitudes more broadly. Misinformation
changes collective preferences in the mass public, negatively affecting
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policy outcomes (Fowler and Margolis 2013; Kuklinski et al. 2000). For
this reason, it is imperative that scholars, as well as science and health
communicators, devise strategies for stemming the flow of misinformation
and correcting misinformed attitudes. Various scholars have been working
on ways to correct such misinformed attitudes (Bode and Vraga 2015;
Lunz Trujillo et al. 2020; Nyhan and Reifler 2015; Nyhan et al. 2014),
though more work is needed to create better methods and strategies
toward this end.
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Figure 1. Average Levels of Vaccine Skepticism, by Country and Development Level
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Note. Weighted country level means presented (hollow circles), fit with a locally weighted
regression line (bandwidth=0.60). The lower left-hand corner of the figure shows a Spearman’s
rank order correlation between economic development and mean skepticism at the country level.
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Figure 2. The Conditional Effect of Internet Access on Vaccine Skepticism

Note. Figure presents the interaction between country-level internet access and (in order) trust in
doc- tors, medical NGOs, and country government. Linear predictions are expressed as 95%
confidence interval bands, for people exhibiting high and low levels of trust in each group. Only
the interaction between trust in government and internet access fails to attain conventional levels
of statistical significance (p >0.10, two-tailed).
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Figure 3. Vaccine Skepticism in the U.S., 2017 versus 2020

Note. Left side of figure presents the mean vaccine skepticism scale for the entire U.S.
sample of the Wellcome Global Monitor data (N = 983). The right side displays the mean
vaccine skepticism score for the 2020 Lucid survey (N = 493), which was done on U.S.
adults in April 2020. Vaccine skepticism in both surveys is based on how much
respondents see vaccines as safe, effective, and/or important. All data is weighted to U.S.
population benchmarks.
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